Stamped concrete is concrete that is stamped or textured to resemble slate tile, stone, or brick or any of dozens of patterns
available. It involves adding an integral color to the concrete, adding an accent color, called a release powder, as it also
keeps the stamps from sticking to the surface, and stamping a pattern into the concrete with polyurethane stamps. The most
popular pattern is Ashlar Slate, both for the ability of the pattern to produce a rich two tone color and the straight lines of the
tile to conceal the necessary saw cuts better than a random pattern will. There are numerous color choices available, both
for the integral color and for the accent color. Stamped concrete is a more durable and less expensive method than using
authentic materials such as stone, slate, or brick, but must be sealed with a high quality sealer to enhance the colors. We
use a high gloss solvent based acrylic sealer and generally it will need to be reapplied every 2 to 3 years or whenever it
starts to look faded or worn. The following pages provide some ideas of what is available in colors and patterns.

A stamped pad and stone textured wall poured as one unit.
This has a wood grain edge to match the wood plank stamp pattern

Porches and patios with raised sides usually have
a 3 ½'' textured edge

Ashlar Slate
A traditional Ashlar Slate pattern with
the look of naturally split slate tiles of
varying sizes

The stamping process – Ashlar Slate

Ashlar Cut Slate
A traditional Ashlar Slate pattern
with the look of hand chiseled slate
tiles of varying sizes

Imperial Ashlar

American Flagstone

A traditional Ashlar Slate pattern
with the look of naturally split slate
tiles with much larger tile sizes.

A naturally shaped flagstone
pattern with an abundance of
variation in stone sizes

A continuous border with a Split Stone textured edge.

Stamped concrete steps can get slippery when wet due to the sealer that is used. Traction grip powder can be added to the sealer
but on long flights, especially those without a handrail, it may be best to brush finish the treads instead of stamping them.

Bluestone seamless
A ''seamless'' texture with areas of
gentle ripples flowing together

A flight of steps with bullnose
edges and cobblestone risers

A set of steps with Split Stone
textured risers and sides

Smooth risers andsides
with square corners

24 inch Slate Tile

A Bluestone seamless texture
with a 6'' continuous border

A brick border on a sidewalk

Vermont Slate seamless

Pennsylvania Slate

A lighter ''seamless'' texture that
works well on sidewalks. Has a
tendency to leave a checkerboard
color pattern on larger areas

A texture between Oxford and Vermont.
Works well for areas such as step treads.

Smooth risers and sides with
rounded corners

A 24'' tile pattern with a mild
split slate texture

An 8'' tile border

Oxford Slate seamless
A ''seamless'' texture with more depth
variation and sharper edges than
Bluestone

Sidewalk joints can be textured
instead of saw cut

Wood Plank
A 5 ½'' wide heavily weathered
wood plank in varying lengths

Exposed aggregate

Integral color

This is concrete that has the surface
washed away before it cures to reveal
the aggregate inside. Usually the
concrete is mixed using multi
colored river gravel.

Integral color can be added
to any brush finished concrete for a
decorative appearance. It should be
sealed to protect against weathering

